Abstract-Two-layer smart spectrum access (SSA) consists of spectrum sharing based on dynamic spectrum access (DSA: first layer) and spectrum awareness system (SAS: second layer). A main role of SAS is providing useful statistical information in terms of spectrum usage by long term, wide-band and widearea measurements. In this paper, we focus on signal area (SA) estimation which is a core signal processing in SAS to understand the spectrum usage. Specifically, SA estimation is used as post processing for energy detector outputs. It has been shown that Simple-SA (S-SA) estimation can enhance the spectrum usage measurement performance, but it inherently increases false alarms. For this issue, efficient false alarm cancellation technique, L-shaped false alarm cancellation (L-FC), is proposed in this paper. Numerical evaluations show that the proposed method can achieve proper detection performance while the computational cost is small compared to other methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to fixed spectrum assignment policy and increasing demand of wireless communications, there is little room to accommodate new wireless systems. However, research by Federal Communications Commission (FCC) shows that utilization rate of spectrum in time and frequency dimensions is in range of 15% to 85% [1] and the unused spectrum is called by white space (WS). For this issue, dynamic spectrum access (DSA) [2] has been investigated. In DSA, new wireless system, such as secondary user (SU), can use spectrum owned by the existing wireless system, such as primary user (PU), if the spectrum usage by the SU will not provide any harmful interference to the PU.
In DSA, spectrum sensing and geolocation database have been investigated to find WS properly. In the case that spectrum utilization by PU is dynamic, spectrum sensing is rather appropriate since it can recognize instantaneous state of the spectrum utilization [3] - [5] . However, to protect PU properly, high sensing accuracy, low implementation cost and low latency are required in the spectrum sensing since spectrum sensing will be implemented in low cost mobile terminal.
One of possible approaches to achieve these requirements is using statistical information of PU's spectrum utilization such as duty cycle (DC) which means spectrum usage rate [6] in the spectrum sensing. In fact, it has been shown that the statistical information can enhance the spectrum sensing performance [7] , [8] . Moreover, the statistical information can achieve more sophisticated spectrum management, channel selection and media access control (MAC) protocol design to enhance spectrum efficiency in DSA [9] - [11] .
The authors have also investigated similar approach in which the statistical information is exploited as a priori information and this type of DSA is denoted by smart spectrum access (SSA) [12] . One of the issues of SSA is an implementation of spectrum measurement to obtain a priori information in an efficient way. In fact, spectrum measurement requires long term, wide band, and broad area spectrum usage measurement. Two-layer SSA was proposed as a practical approach to accomplish the efficient SSA [12] , [13] . It consists of two layers: the first layer is spectrum sharing based on DSA, and the second layer is spectrum awareness system which is dedicated for obtaining a priori information. The two-layer architecture can release SUs from cost in terms of implementation of spectrum measurement. Since SAS has to cover broad area, a large number of spectrum sensors must be spatially deployed. It is preferable that the spectrum usage detection (detecting state of observed spectrum state either idle or occupied) process is relatively simple but can achieve proper detection performance.
ED is a very simple signal detection method and it does not require any prior information of PU's signal [14] . Especially, Fast Fourier transform based energy detection (FFT-ED) has been widely investigated in the area of wide-band spectrum sensing to observe multiple channels [15] . However, its detection performance is not very high as compared to feature detection or matched filter [3] , [5] , [16] .
In this paper, we focus on spectrum usage measurement. The most significant difference compared to the spectrum sensing is latency requirement. Specifically, the spectrum sensing has to recognize instantaneous state of spectrum usage, on the other hand the spectrum usage measurement is used to estimate statistical information based on long term measurement. Therefore, a post processing for the spectrum measurement, simple signal area (S-SA) estimation, has been proposed to enhance accuracy of the measurement in [13] . This technique exploits the fact that signal area has a rectangular shape. The outputs of Welch FFT-ED consists of two-dimensional detection result in tile which is composed of frequency bin and time slot. The detection result in each tile can be either ℋ 1 (the tile is considered to be occupied), or ℋ 0 (the tile is considered to be unoccupied). A cluster of tiles with ℋ 1 may have a rectangular shape and this cluster is denoted by signal area (SA) [13] . The estimation of the signal area based on the ED outputs can provide diversity gain and it has shown that the detection performance can be improved.
There were similar approaches as SA estimation; localization algorithm based on double-thresholding (LAD) method with adjacent cluster combining (ACC) [17] , improved ED [18] , and contour tracing (CT) [19] . It has been shown that S-SA estimation can achieve high accuracy and low computational cost, therefore we focus on S-SA estimation in this paper.
One of the significant issues of S-SA estimation is that S-SA inherently increases false alarms even though it can improve detection performance. Therefore, false alarm cancellation (FC) is added into SA estimation as a countermeasure of the increace of false alarms [13] . The FC in [13] utilizes the intermediate result of S-SA estimation for false alarm cancellation, therefore computational cost is one of the important issues. For this issue, we propose low computational cost false alarm cancellation method which is denoted by L-shaped false alarm cancellation (L-FC). Our main contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose L-FC in this paper. In FC+S-SA, process of FC is inserted into mid-flow of S-SA, but L-FC is independent from S-SA. This structure in L+S-SA, which is combined method of L-FC and S-SA, can provide an advantage in terms of computational time.
• Numerical evaluations will show extensive comparison among L+S-SA, FC+S-SA and Close-Open+S-SA (CO+S-SA). Close-Open is noise (or false alarm) rejection method which is widely used in digital image processing field [20] . It will show that L+S-SA achieves the lowest computational time even if it can achieve the best detection performance compared to the others. We summarize the major notations used throughout the paper in Table I . 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We focus on a process of spectrum usage detection in a spectrum sensor. It consists of three steps: Welch FFT based power spectrum estimation, ED, and SA estimation including FC. A role of the spectrum usage detection is to find SAs in the observing time-frequency space properly.
We assume single PU environment and bandwidth of PU signal does not change in time.
Spectrum sensors observe spectrum from c − sam /2 to c + sam /2, where c is center frequency for the observation and sam is complex sampling rate. The observed signal is down converted to c = 0 and the down converted signal is sampled with sam . One observation period is set to ob samples.
In a time slot, there are S samples, which corresponds to the number of samples for single Welch FFT. Obtained samples for one observation period is divided by TS time slots where TS = ob / S .
In the Welch FFT, S samples, denoted by a vector r
T where superscript T denotes transpose, are segmented into segments of W samples (referred to as segments) with O overlapping samples. Overlapping ratio O / W in the Welch FFT is set to 0.5 and in this case the number of segments is given by
where S and W are assumed to be power of 2 for simplicity. The th segment is given by r seg, = (
, such as Hamming window, is applied for each segment. In this case, W points FFT output for r seg, is given by
where
is discrete Fourier transform matrix, and W is diagonal matrix in which diagonal elements are w.
Let seg, , F denote the F th element of R seg, . Then, the F th element of power spectrum vector P seg, in the th segment is given by | seg, , F | 2 . Estimated power spectrum is given by averaging the power spectrums. Power spectrum obtained by Welch FFT is given by
This the averaging process provides the gain in ED [21] . An element of the Welch FFT output for one observation period is denoted by F, T , where F and T denote index numbers of frequency bin and time slot, respectively, and ( F , T ) denotes the coordinate of tile in the observed time-frequency space. We assume that frequency resolution sam / W and time resolution S / sam are sufficiently high, i.e., sam / W is much smaller than signal bandwidth, and S / sam is much smaller than continuous signal time duration. In this case, we can recognize the spectrum usage precisely.
The power spectrum obtained by Welch FFT at frequency bin F and time slot T is denoted by F, T and ( F , T ) denotes the coordinate of tile in the observed time-frequency space. PU's bandwidth is defined by the frequency bins when the signal power is 30 [dB] below its peak value [13] , [22] .
Output of ED in the tile ( F , T ) is denoted by (ED)
F , T and it is given by (ED)
where ED is threshold of ED.
(ED) We define probability of detection D and probability of false alarm FA as metrics to evaluate the spectrum usage detection performance. D and FA for ED output are defined by
respectively, where ℋ( F , T ) represents the actual spectrum utilization state at tile ( F , T ). We also define D and FA for SA estimation output as
respectively.
III. FCS FOR SA ESTIMATIONS

A. S-SA estimation
The process of S-SA estimation consists of three steps and an example is shown in Fig. 1 .
In the step 1, raster scan is performed to find a tile with denoted by starting tile S and its coordinate is denoted by ( F , T ).
In the step 2, we estimate the width of SA using detection mask (dashed vertical rectangle in Fig. 1 ). Starting from S, the algorithm checks
If one or more of these tiles are determined as occupied, the algorithm moves to the right ( F becomes F + 1) and repeats this process. The right edge is found when all the tiles inspected are unoccupied. The left edge can be found correspondingly by moving to the opposite direction from the starting tile S.
In the step 3, height of SA is estimated in a similar way to step 2. In this step, there are coarse height estimation and fine height estimation. Width and height of detection mask for the coarse height estimation (dashed large rectangle in Fig. 1 ) is set toˆand Δ , respectively. This detection mask begins with its bottom row at time slot T +Δ . The algorithm checks the occupancy of the tiles covered by the mask. The number of (ED) F , T = 1 tiles covered by the mask is denoted by . If ≥ C ×ˆΔ , where C is sensitivity parameter to detemine the threshold and 0 < C < 1, the mask is moved up by Δ time slots. This check repeats until the above condition is not satisfied and the rough height can be estimated. After this process, the fine height estimation is performed and the estimated height is denoted byˆ. Details of S-SA estimation are shown in [13] .
As confirmed in [13] , S-SA has an advantage in terms of computational cost, and it can achieve relatively good detection performance. However, S-SA increases false alarms inherently. There is three main cases that increases false alarms by S-SA and the examples are shown in Fig. 2 . Starting S-SA estimation from S 1 , a few false alarms are adjacent. The process of step 2 in S-SA estimation causes additional false alarms by combining the cluster of these false alarms (drawn as FA1). Starting S-SA estimation from S 2 or S 3 , false alarms neighbor on the left side or the bottom side of the SA and process of step 2 also causes additional false alarms (drawn as FA2 and FA3, respectively).
For this issue, FC was proposed in [13] . In this paper, we propose low complexity FC, i.e., L-FC. Both FC and L-FC are shown in Section III-B and Section III-C, respectively. 
B. FC+S-SA
A flow chart of FC+S-SA which corresponds to S-SA in conjunction with FC is shown in Fig. 3(a) . A role of FC is re-determines the state of S based on two conditions and FC is performed after the step 2 in S-SA. The first condition iŝ ≥ ℎ , where ℎ is threshold. This is a countermeasure for the case of FA1, specifically if the estimated width of SA is small, FC resets the state of S as (ED)
The number of tiles with (ED)
F , T = 1 at the bottom tiles of the estimated SA in the step 2 (for example, red rectangle in Fig. 2 ) is denoted by 2 . The second condition is 2 ≥ˆ× where is sensitive parameter to determine the threshold. This is a countermeasure for the case of FA3, specifically if the number of If the both conditions are satisfied, it goes to step 3, otherwise it goes back step 1 (raster scan).
C. L+S-SA
A flow chart of L+S-SA is shown in Fig. 3(b) and example of false alarm cancellation by L-FC is shown in Fig. 4 . L-FC is performed right after the raster scan (step 1).
L-FC determines state of S based on two conditions designed by two detection masks denoted by T-mask and Fmask. The size of T-mask and F-mask are t tiles and f tiles, respectively.
The conditions for the detection masks are as follows. In the T-mask, detection result (T) t is 1 if t ≥ t where t is the number of (ED) F , T = 1 tiles in the T-mask and t (0 < t < t ) is threshold, otherwise
where f is the number of (ED) There are four parameters, thresholds f , t and mask sizes, f , t for optimizing L-FC. We simplify the optimization problem by setting t = 1 and f = 2. The reason of f = 2 is presence of significant correlation of (ED) F , T in frequency domain due to Hamming window, such as such as correlation coefficient between neighboring frequency bins which is about 0.41 [6] .
If condition for T-mask and F-mask are not satisfied , L-FC determines the state of S as false alarm and it goes back to the raster scan (step 1). Otherwise, steps 2 and 3 are performed.
This L-shaped detection mask can detect S as false alarm in the cases of FA1, FA2 and FA3 as shown in Fig. 4 . This is because L-shaped detection mask check the spectrum occupancy not only in time domain (vertical direction in Fig. 4 ) but also frequency domain (horizontal direction in Fig. 4) . On the other hand, if S is inside of SA, L-FC most likely determines the state of S as signal, especially at the bottom left of SA, and this is preferable for SA estimation.
In the case of L+S-SA, the width estimation of S-SA (step 2) is not necessary for FC and this fact leads to reduction of computational cost in L-FC compared to FC.
IV. DESIGN CRITERION
Since we set t = 1 and f = 2, two parameters, t , f for L-FC, have to be set properly. Design criterion for t and f is defined by
. . In this section, we compare the detection performances among L+S-SA and conventional methods (FC+S-SA, CO+S-SA) based on constant false alarm rate (CFAR) criterion. Common simulation parameters are shown in Table II . Fig. 5 shows optimum and according to (10) as a function of (SNR [dB]) for different methods. The result shows that the shorter t , f is better if becomes higher. A difference between ED and S-SA shows the significant gain of S-SA estimation. In addition, FC+S-SA and L+S-SA can also provide significant gain in the S-SA estimations. Compared to CO+S-SA, since FC and L-FC are designed for the S-SA estimation, FC and L-FC can achieve better detection performance in high SNR region, such as > −3 [dB] . In addition, we can confirm that L+S-SA can achieve the best detection performance in any . increases. Since FC requires more computational time than L-FC due to the step 2 (the width estimation), we can confirm L-FC can achieve less computational time.
A. Detection Performance
B. Computational Time
In Fig. 7 , computational time of L+S-SA and FC+S-SA is minimum around (SA) FA = 0.003. The reason of this behavior is confirmed in Fig. 8 which shows noise and signal where noise denotes the number of S tiles detected as false alarm by FC or L-FC, and signal denotes the number of S tiles detected as signal by FC or L-FC.
In the region where (SA) FA < 0.003, the number of false alarm is small, and it also leads to low (ED) D . Therefore, one signal area may divided into several small portions and finally FC may detect it as false alarms. It means increase of noise and it leads increase of computational time due to process of FC.
In fact, charasteristic of noise in L+S-SA is similar to FC+S-SA. However, computational time for L-FC is inherently low, therefore, it would not affect very much for whole computational time in the case of L+S-SA estimation. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the false alarm cancellation method for S-SA estimation which is a post processing of ED for efficient spectrum usage detection. We proposed L-FC which can achieve accurate detection performance and low computational time than conventional methods. L-FC has two parameters and they have to be set properly. We also show parameters setting criterion and the Monte Carlo simulation shows the proper parameters.
In numerical evaluations, we confirmed that L-FC and S-SA can provide significant gain in spectrum usage detection compared to the other approaches, such as ED. In addition, we confirmed that L+S-SA with the optimum parameters can achieve the best detection performance. Moreover, L+S-SA can achieve less computational time than other methods, FC+S-SA, and CO+S-SA. Finally, based on the above outcomes, it can be concluded that L+S-SA is efficient post processing of ED for the spectrum usage detection.
